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ACANZ would like to gratefully acknowledge this month’s sponsor…

ACA NEW ZEALAND BRANCH AGM AND TECHNICAL MEETING
Date:  Wednesday, March 30, 2022 
Time:  5:30 pm - 9:00 pm 
Venue:	 	 New	Plymouth	Sportfishing	and	Underwater	Club	Inc, 27 Ocean View  
  Parade, Moturoa, New Plymouth 4310
Speaker:  Susanne Rawson, Principal, Heritage Preservation & Field Support Solutions
Subject:   Heritage conservation of metals in Aotearoa New Zealand: Case studies
Cost:  Free finger food and networking opportunities provided
Registrations:		Close at 5pm Friday, March 25 (in-person and virtual)  
  Please register on https://membership.corrosion.com.au/blog/aca-events/nz- 
  branch-annual-general-meeting-and-technical-meeting/#tkt-slctr-tbl-32624 OR  
  by emailing the Branch Secretary on acanz.mail@gmail.com, indicating   
  whether you will attend in-person or online. 

Proxies:  If you’re unable to attend in either form, proxy votes should be submitted   
  by March 25. The form is available at https://membership.corrosion.com.  
  au/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/ACA-Branch-AGM-Proxy-Form-2022.pdf OR  
  request the form by emailing acanz.mail@gmail.com

The New Zealand Branch of the ACA invites all our members to attend their Branch Annual General Meeting 
followed by a technical presentation on conserving metals by Susanne Rawson. We’d love for you to join 
us to reconnect, help elect committee members and discuss general business for the upcoming year.

Abstract:
The conservation of cultural materials composed of 
metal can be varied in material type and environment. 
This presentation will include case studies from recent 
projects that have come through her studio including 
historic cannons and the Daring, a well-preserved 
shipwreck that was relocated from the beach in 
Muriwai, Auckland.

Susanne Rawson grew up in a National Register of 

Historical Places home in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. 

She currently lives in Taranaki 
with her family, where she is 
developing her appreciation 
for Aotearoa New Zealand’s 
past through community-
based research. 
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Grenfell	Tower	may	be	demolished	over	
safety concerns
The British Government is still considering whether the 
Grenfell Tower building in London will be demolished 
because of safety concerns, more than four years after 
the fire killed 72 people. 

Structural engineering experts say that the building is 
now a much weakened structure, and the steel rebar 
would be in very bad condition. The fire had the effect 
of spalling the concrete from the underside of the floor 
slabs and also from many structural columns. The 
exposed steel reinforcement is open to the elements 
and condensation has caused rebar corrosion. 
Seasonal thermal movement of the building and other 
environmental factors have contributed to on-going 
structural deterioration. Structural engineers working 
for the government have advised that the tower building 
should be carefully dismantled. 

An independent Grenfell Tower Memorial Commission 
made up of the bereaved, survivors and local residents, 
has been created to establish plans for a Memorial on 
the site. However this plan has not satisfied all of the 
bereaved families, some of whom want to turn the 
building into a “vertical forest” which would be covered 
with 72 species of plants, one for every person who 
lost their lives in the fire in June 2017. 

The government said it is still considering if and when 
the tower should be taken down, promising that the 
views of the community would be taken into account 
after inviting survivors and bereaved families to various 
meetings. The government has published a document 
outlining the safety advice that they have received from 
experts, and it says they are engaging closely with the 
community regarding the future of Grenfell Tower. 

Grenfell Towers following the 2017 
fire (above) and how it currently 

looks (right)

Notice at the top of the tower says 
“Grenfell - forever in our hearts”
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Submitted by Les Boulton         Acknowledgement: www.vinsi.com.au  

Older ACA NZ members have probably 
seen a number of situations that may 
never have made it to a textbook.

If you have a question you’d like clarification 
on, email it to the Editor at lesboultonrust@

Q
& 
A
CORNER

gmail.com. We’ll pose it to our panel of experts who will answer it in another Bulletin, so everyone can 
improve their knowledge. 

Q:
How can engineers assess the condition of important structures that are permanently 
immersed in seawater or freshwater?             

& A:
The routine assessment of the condition of steel 
structures and CP systems that are permanently 
exposed to corrosive seawater and less corrosive 
fresh water, is critical for calculating their ongoing 
performance. 

Traditionally, divers are sent down to inspect the 
submersed structures to assess any corrosion damage 
that may have been occurring. More recently, however, 
remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) are 
being employed for this difficult engineering task. ROVs 
are unmanned, mobile watercraft that can be used for 
a variety of in-water applications, while being piloted 
remotely from above the surface. They are tethered 
submersible vehicles controlled via an umbilical cable 
that transmits inspection data and photographic images 
to the trained operators working above on a wharf or a 
vessel.    

Although ROVs have been used for many years to 
inspect deepwater structures, such as sunken ships and 
also for underwater scientific research, newer smaller 
models of ROVs are now available for inspection of 
shallow water engineering structures. 

Some applications where ROVs have been successfully 
deployed include: detection of pipeline defects; 

inspection of marine structure foundations; condition 
assessment of galvanic CP system componentry, and 
examination of sheet pile walls. The use of underwater 
ROVs can also enable detailed inspection at locations 
of concern, and the subsequent development of 
remediation strategies on a corroding structure. ROV 
technology is constantly improving, and the monitoring 
method is more readily available for assessment of 
underwater structures. 

© eca group
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THE	CURE	FOR	COATING	FAILURES

by Willie Mandeno

REPORT ON ACA WEBINAR

This intriguing title of a presentation to the ACA 
Victoria Branch annual ‘Round Table’ meeting on 23 
Feb’22 attracted over 60 online attendees including 
one member from Nigeria.

The presenter was Ted Riding, Technical Manager 
for Jotun Australia based in Melbourne. Ted has 
been involved with protective coatings for over 40 
years having first worked for Dimet as a chemical 
engineering graduate from Sydney University. He is 
one of the NACE CIP instructors and is a recipient of 
the ACA’s prestigious Victor Nightingall Award.

The presentation introduced the history of inorganic 
zinc silicate (IZS) and the difference between solvent 
and waterborne types. Ted then discussed a ‘failure’ of 
each type that was related to curing problems. The first 
involved a pedestrian bridge over a motorway to give 
access to a school. It was coated with system similar 
to ‘PSL2’ in AS 2312.1, ie. ethyl zinc silicate primer, 
a MIO pigmented HB epoxy and a polysiloxane finish 
coat.  

Unfortunately, the batch of IZS used cured more slowly 
than expected (48hrs rather than the usual 8hrs) and 
the applicator did not carry out the recommended 
solvent rub test (ASTM D4752) to check cure before 
applying subsequent coats. The result was a classic 

case of “zinc splitting” due to prevention of contact with 
water vapour required to complete the zinc/silicate 
matrix, resulting in a weak cohesive strength that was 
unable to resist induced stresses in the coating from 
both curing of the epoxy, and structural loading and

thermal movement of the steel. Delamination of the 
topcoats, assisted by inquisitive schoolchildren using 
the bridge, occurred with about 40 microns of IZS 
firmly adhering to both the bridge steelwork and the 
underside of the flakes.

Repair was effected by pressure washing to remove 
the weakly adherent topcoat, the exposed IZS was 
then primed with 50 microns of epoxy zinc and the 
build and finish coats were then reapplied. Due to the 
difficulty of access the repair cost was approximately 
20x the original painting cost.

The second example involved an ‘improved’ 
formulation of water-borne IZS where the zinc pigment 
was partially replaced by an inert filler to reduce its 
cost. Pre-production testing on scribed test panels 
indicated no loss in corrosion protection so it was 
applied as system designated ‘IZS2’ in AS 2312.1 on 
some piping and structural steel components.  

During curing it was noted that some surfaces exhibited 
an unsightly appearance similar to “rust bleed” that 
can occur on thin coats of thermal sprayed aluminum, 
which are wetted before the internal pores are sealed 
by oxidation. After an extensive investigation it was 
found that there was a critical window in the curing cycle 
as the coating passed from an uncured passivating 
alkaline state to a fully cured barrier coating.  

If exposed to moisture during this window, typically 
during cooler weather in early spring or late autumn, 
the substrate was unprotected so iron oxide formed 
and migrated to the surface. However, it turned 
out that this was only an aesthetic problem and 
durability was not affected, as thirteen years later 
most of the rust staining had washed off and the 
WBIZS coating was still adherent and providing 
excellent corrosion protection.Bridge with delaminating coating

Ted Riding



CIP CLASSES IN NZ POSTPONED AGAIN
from the ACANZ Education Officer

Newcastle Conference Postponed to 5 - 8 June 2022

The Australasian Corrosion Association (ACA) has 
postponed	the	Newcastle	Corrosion	&	Prevention	
Conference until June due to the impacts of the 
latest	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	outbreak.

With many organisations now limiting staff travel, 
and individuals being concerned about travelling and 
attending a major public event, the ACA has a duty 
of care to its members. This includes the health and 
safety of staff, delegates, speakers and others who 
help to bring these events to life.

All registrations, sponsorships and paper 
submissions will be transferred to the conference in 
June. The ACA conference team will be in contact 
with you soon to assist with any planning or questions 
you may have. 

The ACA will be providing updates on our Newcastle 
conference and the events programs through our 
website and social media channels. The ACA will 
keep members and other stakeholders aware of any 
updates, and we encourage everyone to support the 
upcoming June conference.

Due to the timing of the conference in June, the Newcastle Corrosion & Prevention 
conference will be the only major conference held by the ACA in 2022.

Following discussions with the CEO about new dates 
for CIP courses, it’s been agreed it won’t be possible to 
teach in New Zealand until Auckland at least changes 
to “orange” in the traffic light system, and ideally when 
the Trans-Tasman bubble reopens.

Instructors will also need to have attended a ‘train 
the trainer’ course for the new AMPP CIP courses 

before any teaching can recommence - these will be 
introduced in the US in April and rolled out elsewhere 
in May. It’s likely such training courses will be held 
somewhere in Australia for us, perhaps in Newcastle.

It therefore seems unlikely that New Zealand will be 
able to host a training course until at least July. We will 
keep you posted!
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CONTACT LIST
ACA NZ BRANCH COMMITTEE AND OFFICERS 2021
President Matthew Vercoe matt@metal-spray.co.nz  (09) 376 0463  (021) 322 257 
Vice President Ry Collier   rcollier@methanex.com   (06) 754 9782 (027) 602 0118 

Secretary Mark Sigley  mark.sigley@firstgas.co.nz  (06) 215 4044 (027) 706 7739

Treasurer Willie Mandeno  wlmandeno@gmail.com     (027) 224 8353

Education Willie Mandeno  wlmandeno@gmail.com     (027) 224 8353

Membership Matthew Vercoe    matt@metal-spray.co.nz  (09) 376 0463   (021) 322 257

Technical Raed El Sarraf  Raed.ElSarraf@wsp.co.nz    (021) 244 9093

Electrolysis Grant Chamberlain grant@cpnz.kiwi      (021) 466 629

Editor  Les Boulton  lesboultonrust@gmail.com     (021) 478 300

ACA Council Matt Vercoe  matt@metal-spray.co.nz   (09) 376 0463  (021) 322 257
  Willie Mandeno  wlmandeno@gmail.com     (027) 224 8353

Advertorial

Metal Spray Suppliers NZ LTD (MSS) are the leading 
New Zealand company totally dedicated to thermal 
spray coatings, with almost 40 years in the industry.

Corrosion protection using thermal sprayed coatings 
requires the spraying of an anodic metal in a semi-
molten form onto an abrasive blast cleaned surface. 
This forms a metallic layer which protects steel from 
corrosion by both barrier and sacrificial galvanic 
action. The two most commonly used materials are 
zinc, providing galvanic protection sacrificing itself in 
preference to the steel, and secondly aluminum which 
acts as a passive barrier. 85/15 Alloy (85% zinc, 15% 
aluminium) incorporates the best characteristics of 
both materials and is becoming widely used. 

MSS are involved in recommendations for National 

Coating standards, provide coating specifications and 
supplying the equipment and materials for many of 
New Zealand’s largest infrastructure and high profile 
engineering projects.

With the mantra “Bringing quality to the surface” 
the MSS website is a great resource for designers, 
architects, consultants, coating contractors and asset 
owners providing links to recognised National and 
International Standards, a guide on thermal sprayed 
coatings for corrosion protection and most recently 
added, a range of detailed coating specifications.

Thermal sprayed coatings are the coating of choice 
for severe marine splash zone and highly corrosive 
environments, offering the highest number of years to 
first maintenance.

MSS	-	Bringing	quality	to	the	surface
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